Cleaning
oncept

Puri-Line

A wide assortment of cleaning agents developed with a view to quality and the environment.

Cleaning agents
Puri-Line is Abena’s Nordic Eco-labeled range of cleaning
products. As a novelty we enclose a dosage unit, which
enables the best washing results and prevents overdosage.
The labels contain dosage and application pictographs as well
as a colour code, which gives a quick overview over how and
where to use the product.
Cleaning accessories
Our wide assortment of
cleaning accessories is
based on quality, functionality,
ergonomics and hygiene.

Assortment
Dishwashing
Universal agent
Floor treatment
Sanitary cleanser
Toilet cleanser
Laundering
Assortment
Cloths
Sponge
Steel cleansing sponge
Scouring nylon
Tea towels
Mops, mop frames and shafts
Brushes, brooms and wipers
Mats

Assortment
Cleaning trolleys, machines and
dosage systems
Cleaning trolleys
As a Nilfisk distributor, Abena
Hoovers
supplies a wide range of hoovers
Floor treatment machines
and similar cleaning appliances. Our
Nito foam systems
assortment of cleaning trolleys is
Dosage system for cleaning 		
very wide and can be adjusted to
detergents
meet every need. Correct dosage
Dosage system for dishwashing
is important, for which reason we
Dosage system for laundering
offer dosage systems for cleaning
purposes, dish washing and
laundering. The systems are installed
and serviced by Abena’s service
assistant.

Specifications

Puri-Line - cleaning agents
Description
Dishwashing, unscented
Dishwashing, unscented
Universal, scented
Universal, scented
Cleaning care, scented
Cleaning care, scented
Sanitary cleaner, acidic, scented
Sanitary cleaner, acidic, scented
Toilet cleanser, scented
Basic cleaner, unscented
Basic cleaner, unscented

Colour
Clear/yellow
Clear/yellow
Clear/blue
Clear/blue
Clear/green
Clear/green
Clear/blue
Clear/blue
Clear/blue
Clear/yellow
Clear/yellow

Size
1l
5l
1l
5l
1l
5l
1l
5l
0,75 l
1l
5l

Control dosage with

Easy Dose

– for 1 l bottles
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